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Further to counsel speaking in hearing this morning, below and attached is an
explanation why Exhibit 2126 cannot be printed with the full text in the call log box,
along with the full text.
Regarding page 5 of Exhibit 2126 – cut off text

CFIA is not able to print off a clean copy of the page without the text being cut off. The
program used to generate these forms is old and the information is designed to link to
their database. Text sometimes gets cut off when they print the forms to PDF or to
paper. CFIA has provided a print screen of the form (attached) and the text is also
below.
"While conducting genomic fish research, Dr Kristie Miller identified 3 signatures she
considered typical of viral impact. At first Dr Miller looked for a parvovirus, but after
her 25th August 2011, disclosure at the Cohen Commission, she decided to re-test her
samples using RT PCR, for both IHN & ISAV, with negative results.

Following Dr Fred Kibenge's lab report to Professor Routledge, on October 17th 2011,
with presumptive findings of ISAV, Dr Miller thought her tests may have not detected
ISAV because she tested for segment 6. Therefore Dr Miller conducted 5 different
assays on samples from these smolts, for ISAV, using similar primer sets, as those used
by Dr Fred Kibenge. At this time she looked for various viral segments.
Kim Klotins spoke with Dr. Kyle Garver on December 6, 2011 and he provided the
following information: initially Dr. Miller conducted an assay for segment 8 and found
some positives (no controls were used).

Dr. Garver evaluated the provided amplification plot and her sequencing data (she
indicated that the primers she used were OIE primers but did not provide the primers
to Dr. Garver upon request) and he did not consider the findings to indicate a suspicion
of ISAV but agreed to test her most positive and some negative samples using NAAHLS
primers for ISAV (in a blinded fashion). The results were negative. In the meantime, Dr.
Miller continued development of assays for other genomic segments of ISAV, including
segment 7, and continued to to record positive findings. She was told by Dr. Garver to
notify her suspicion to the CFIA and send some of her samples to the National

Reference Laboratory for ISAV in Moncton (blinded samples were sent on November
29, 2011). I requested that they be sent using the NAAHP Laboratory Submission
Form."
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